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241. Validity of Estimates.

All estimates of this character are, of course, only provisional, and they

can claim no validitj', as I have heretofore shown, beyond the accuracy

with which they represent the data upon which they are based. That all

the a'thereal elements which I have considered are important, that they

are more far-reaching than those Avhich have been introduced into any

like discussion of which I have any knowledge, that their influence has

been rightly stated, and that they will contribute, by collation with Thom-
son's and other estimates, to a more satisfactory solution of many physical

problems than is yet attainable, I fully and unhesitatingly believe. Sun's

orbital motion, and questions connected with the retardations which change

revolution into simple rotation, are among the considerations which seem

likely to modify the values that are given in the five foregoing notes and

in Note 35.

Note on the Aurora of April 16-17, 1882. By H. Carvill Lewia.

(Bead before the American Philosopfiical Society, April 21, 1882.)

The aurora of Sunday evening, April 16-17, 1882, was probably one of

the most remarkable, both as to beauty and scientific interest, that has

been observed in this latitude. It is especially noteworthy on account of

the brilliant corona which continued well defined for several hours, and

whose apparent motion eastward, through space, could, therefore, be

determined. Several other unusual features, such as an auroral curtain,

and hyperbolic curves of light, were also displayed. The attendant solar

and magnetic phenomena have also been of great importance in determin-

ing a theory of the aurora.

The aurora was noticed as soon as twilight had ended as a faint glow

along the northern horizon. At 8.30 it was a low arch, probably not over

10 degrees high. It gradually rose higher, and left a dark segment below

it. At 10 P. M. the arch was some 20 degrees high, and was constantly

increasing in brilliancy. Bright short white acicular streamers now ap-

peared in the north, and sometimes rose as high as 40 degrees. These

oc'casionally assumed a reddish color, and were frequently wafted along

the arch towards the Avest. The aurora now fluctuated greatly in brilliancy,

sometimes nearly disappearing, and then flashing out brighter than ever.

At 11. lo the arch had become brighter and much longer, though still of

low altitude. Bright acicular streamers were crowded closely together at

the western end of the arch, while in the east a second arch was now
formed. The auroral arch now began to rise rapidly. At 11.20 the upper

arch was 40 degrees high. Long narrow streamers were rapidly forming

over the whole northern sky, and were traversed from base to apex with
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swift, tremulous waves of light. At the same time a mass of fine red

color appeared in the north-west, and flashed alternately bright and dark,

as though a red cloud illuminated by heat lightning. This mass of red

color moved rapidly westward and was preceded by remarkable flashes of

red. At 11.25 the aurora had risen nearly to the zenith, and was of great

brilliancy. Numerous narrow streamers, covering the entire northern

half of the sky, Avere flashing bright and dark with great rapidity, while

tine crimson patches appeared independently in several portions of the sky.

At 11.30, or a few minutes later, the whole aurora from all sides moved
with a bound toward the zenith. Streamers shot up from north, east and

west with rapid, tremulous motions, reaching higher and higher with each

pulsation, until, after apparently several ineflectual attempts, they all con-

verged at a point nearly on the meridian nineteen degrees south of the

zenith to form a corona of great beauty. This corona, which at first was
unsteady and continually broken into detached segments, had become, at

11.40 P. M., a constant feature. Streamers now radiated from it in every

direction, south as well as north. The whole sky seemed in motion ex-

cept this one point. Rapid waves traveled along the narrow streamers from

the horizon nearly up to the corona, while great nebulous masses and broad

bands of crimson light flashed out in difterent portions of the sky. These

masses of red light, particularly noticeable in the north-west, had no defi-

nite form, and showed no undulating pulsations like those of the thread-

like streamers, but either hung steadily in the sky for some minutes, or

else were illuminated with flashes like lightning. The impression was
given that these red portions of the aurora were distinct phenomena, dis-

connected from the greenish-white streamers, and, perhaps, at a greater

distance from the earth.

The centre of the corona appeared to be some 13 degrees east of Arc-

turus. At 11.50, the centre of the corona was estimated to have the posi-

tion R. A. 204O Dec. 21= 30'.

At midnight the corona, a perfect star of light, had become wonderfully

beautiful. Tlie brilliancy of the whole aurora was concentrated at this

point, the horizon being comparatively dark. Remarkable coruscations

of light surrounded the corona, and tliese were often curved so as to ap-

proach in form a hyperbola of large eccentricitj^ whose transverse axis

passed through the centre of the corona. The streamers between the

corona and the northern horizon now united into remarkable concentric

hyperbolic curves of great brilliancy, whose vertices were stationary near

the corona, and whose tremulous arms, made up of many streamers,

reached to the nortliern horizon. This form recalled the drawings made
of the coma of certain comets, and suggests interesting analogies.

Still more closely did these curves of light resemble those assumed by
iron filings in the vicinity of a magnet, and it is probable that they were

identical.

The centre of the corona was now- at R. A. 207°, Dec. 21° 30'.
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At 12.10 A. M., and during the half-hour following, occurred the most
magnificent sight of the evening, to which no description can do justice.

The streamers, whose mass was now coiacentrated in the corona, had de-

tached themselves from the northern horizon to form an auroral curtain of

great beauty. The curtain hung some twenty degrees above the horizon,

and was continually changing in form and color. The streamers, whose
lower ends formed its fringe, were united above in bright hyperbolic

or magnetic curves, w^hich approacked the corona within ten degrees, and
which remained constant while the lower part of the curtain waved to

and fro in waves of light.

The following very rough diagram may serve to illustrate the general

positions of the corona and curtain :

w —

E

Fig. 1. Aurora at 12.10 a. m.

A line passing through the centre of the corona and Polaris was the

transverse axis of the hyperbolic curves, of which a mere suggestion is

made in the diagram.
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The corona itself was a somewhat elliptical crown of radiating streamers,

within which waS a permanent nebulous mass of light, having a curdled

appearance. This inner curdled mass was continually moving and heav-

ing like the sea, and was often traversed by dark rifts. It continuallj''

drifted eastward to vanish suddenly, and to be continually replaced by

other cloud-like forms at the centre. Meanw^hile the brilliant flashes ot

red light, disconnected, apparently, with the other phenomena, appeared

N

w

Fig. 2. Auroba at 12.25 a. m.

in many portions of the sky, and often continued to form a back-ground

for the quivering white streamers.

The streamers south of the corona presented quite a different appearance

from those to the north. They were quite short, and were often broken

into two or more segments, which fluctuated to and fro, but did not extend
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lower than some thirty degrees above the southern horizon. At 12.20

Arcturus occupied almost the precise centre of the corona.

At 12.25 the remarkable sight was presented of two hyperbolic curves of

light, the larger one lying in the north, the smaller to the south of the co-

rona, and each pointing in an opposite direction to the other. The smaller

hyperbola was bounded by an inverted arch of light in the south, some 30

degrees above the horizon. Straight lines of light, like a conjugate axis,

passed east and west from the central point between the hyperbolas. The
definite boundary of the southern auroral curtain may furnish data for a

determination height of the aurora above the earth's surface. The appear-

ance of the sky at this time is rudely represented in Fig 2.

It is evident that the phenomena now seen was no mere effect of per-

spective. The auroral streamers had become curved in obedience probably

to the laws of magnetic force around a pole.

At 12.35 the corona was near R. A. 215° Dec. 20° 30', and at 12.45 near

R. A. 216°, Dec. 20^ 30'. At times the corona was a perfect star-like

crown, with a small white cloud of light in the centre. Sometimes, how-
ever, it would vanish completely for a few moments, to reappear with

greater brilliancy. The curdled cloudy matter within it occasionally took

fantastic curved forms, and at the same time the surrounding streamers

would form curves at their extremities close to the corona. Once the

streamers above and below the corona moved for a short space slowly

around it, in the direction of the hands of a clock.

At 1.05 A. M. the corona was estimated at R. A. 224^, Dec. 20°, and at

1.10 at R. A. 2260 Dec. 20°. By this time it had become fainter, and it

frequently disappeared for a period. The aurora in the north continued

until daylight. Special attention was directed to mapping at intervals

during the continuance of the corona, its exact position among the stars,

in order, if possible, to determine any proper motion of its own. The cen-

tral point could always be determined by projecting the paths of streamers

to their converging point.

The following map represents the approximate successive positions of

the centre of the corona, and the time of each observation. With the ex-

ception of the position given for 11.40 P. M., which was estimated from

memorj^ the positions here given are as plotted at the time upon the star-

map.

Upon examination of this map it is at once evident that during the two

hours in which it was observed, the corona had an eastward motion through

space, and that this motion was at the rate of 15 degrees an hour, or pre-

cisely the direction and amount of the earth's rotation upon its axis. It

was as if the corona had been fixed permanently to the earth, and the ob-

servation is a strong confirmation of the theory that the aurora is a truly

terrestrial appendage.*

* The writer lias previously (v. Proc. A. A. A. S., Boston, 1880, vol. xxix., p. 245),
. described a plienomenon noticed iu the aurora of May 2, 1877, which, though less

conclusively, leads to the same deduction. In that case an auroral comet-like
streamer remained in a constant position, with regard to certain trees, for the
space of nearly an hour, being apparently fixed to the earth like a great pointer,
while tlie stars and the zodiacal light revolved past it.
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The arc described by the corona was not perfectly coincident with a

parallel of declination, but, if the observations are correct, had an inclina-

tion of somewhat over 2 degrees. The pole of this arc would be consider-

ably west of the true north. Moreover the corona was always about 3

degrees east of the meridian, a fact also indicating that the radiant point

of the streamers was west of north. The corona was constantly 18 to 20

degrees south of the zenith.

It is of interest to note in this connection that each of tliese facts has a

direct relation to the position of the magnetic needle at Philadelphia. The
magnetic pole is about 5 degrees west of the true pole, and the magnetic

zenith is about 18j degrees south of the true zenith. The corona was,

therefore, within one degree of the magnetic zenith. Parallax may, per-

FlG, Map of Positions of Corona.

haps, account for the deviation, it any such exists. The position of tlie

auroral streamers and of the corona is seen, therefore, closely to conform

to the lines of magnetic force, and the connection between the two phe-

nomena is evident.

The electrical eflFects of the aurora were very marked, confinning the

belief that the aurora is an electrical or magnetic discharge through re-

mote portions of our atmosphere. The telegraph wires over a large por-

tion of the country were strongly affected by electrical currents. The
wires leading from Chicago to NewYork, to "Washington, to Milwaukee,

and to Omaha, are stated to have been worked without batteries, and,

after grounding the wires, messages to have been sent on the strength of

the "auroral current" alone. The Atlantic cable suffered similar electri-

cal disturbances.
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The influence of an aurora upon the telegraph wires is very dififerent

from the local and transitory effects of a thunderstorm, and can always be

recognized. The electrical disturbances at Philadelphia continued from

midnight until eleven o'clock on Monday morning. At the office of the

Western Union Telegraph Company in New i'ork it is reported that the

wires began to be affected soon after ten o'clock and that before eleven

the wires in every direction were frequently interrupted. It is said that

whenever an auroral current of like polarity with the battery reached the

wires it neutralized the current completely and broke the circuit. In like

manner auroral currents of opposite polarity, which were both powerful

and frequent, would intensify the current to such a degree as to make it

unsafe to use the wires. At such times brilliant sparks appeared at the

ends of the keys and repeaters, which would soon burn the instruments if

not disconnected. The change of polarity in the auroral current was very

intermittent. Sometimes it occurred very rapidly, and at other times ten

or fifteen minutes would intervene without change of current. Similar

electrical phenomena are reported from manj^ parts of the country, indi-

cating an electrical storm of great extent.

There was no wind at Philadelphia during the aurora, and the mild

spring-like weather before and during the few days since has undergone

no change of consequence. Observations of this nature upon a number
of auroras have led the writer to think that the popular idea that the

aurora is either the cause or the result of change of weather is a fallacy.

Local thunderstorms and several severe tornadoes have however occurred

since the aurora in several parts of the country.

On the night of April 19-20 a second aurora appeared. There had been

a severe thunderstorm early in the evening —the occasion of loss of life

and property in different portions of the State —and some time after the

sky had cleared, at about 1.30 A. M., there appeared a fine aurora, with

high and bright streamers. As before, the telegraph wires were affected,

the disturbance at Philadelphia continuing from 1 A. M. to 11.30 A. M.*

The occurrence of remarkable auroral displays at this time is a striking

confirmation of the periodicity of those phenomena. It is just ten years

since the last auroras of importance occurred, and the period of 10 to 12

years between maximum auroral displays may be regarded as firmly es-

tablished. The coincidence of this period with that of most numerous

sunspots shows a direct connection between the electrical condition of the

earth and the sun. At the present time the sun is exhibiting remarkable

disturbances. Upon the sun's disc are numerous and large spots which

are continually changing in shape, and are traversed by solar cyclones of

unusual energy. Large groups of sunspots are now visible to the naked

* The writer is indebted to the officers of the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany for information. He also takes pleasure in acknowledging the kindness
of Mr. T. F. Townsend, Signal Service Officer at Philadelphia, who has contrib-

uted his personal observations upon the aurora tor use in the present paper.
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eye, and one of .the spots is said to be the largest wliich has appeared for

ten years.

The theory is not improbable that sunspots are the result of solar elec-

trical or maiinctic storms, and that auroras are the result of a disturbed

electrical condition of the earth, caused by induction from the sun. The

common cause for both phenomena is probably cosmical.

Poslsci-ipt.— Since this paper was presented, reports ot an unusual auroral dis-

play have come from all sections of the country. The aurora was visible acro.ss

the continent from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast. At San Francisco it is re-

ported as the most brilliant seen for many years. A bright crimson light

appeared at 8.30 P. M., and the aurora showed various colors. At Omahaa crim-

.son sheet across the sky is described as its most remarkable feature. At Kansas

City it was said to be the finest aurora since 1872, and at 12.30 the whole northern

sky was lit up by streamers and red flames. At Warrenton, iMo., where it is

described as the most remarkable ever seen, the light was so brilliant that signs

150 feet distant could be real. A white arch of light, extending from east to

west, advanced southward at midnight to wjthin :i') degrees of the southern

horizon, and the corona was visible. At St. Louis it was seen early in the even-

ing, and it is stated that at 11 P. M. there was no electrical disturbance in the

telegraph wires. At Baltimore and Washington it was described as unusually

fine, and consisting, first of a band of white light, later of shafts ot colored light

shooting through it, and afterwards of tremulous streamers moving with light-

ning rapiditj-, from north to south, while clouds of red fire hung in the north-

west. At Richmond, Va., it was seen distinctly at 3 A. M., and is reported as

the finest ever seen. At Boston, electrical disturbances were noticed shortly

after the appearance of the aurora, and continued till late in the afternoon ot

the 17th. The wires from Boston to Albany and from Boston to Xew York were

worked without the battery, that to Xew York having been worked by the au-

roral current alone for three hours consecutively.

In England, France, Belgium, Germany and Italy similar electrical perturba-

tions were observed. Upon the French telegraphic lines the perturbations were

so frequent from April 16th to April 20th that special measures were taken by

the authorities to meet the contingency. Electrical equilibrium was restored

on the 2lst.

It is also of the gieatest interest to learn that in England, where, so far as

known, no aurora was seen, there occurred a great magnetic storm at the precise

time that the aurora appeared in America. Mr. G. M. Whipple, ot the Kew Ob-

servatory, in a communication to Nature of April 20. says "a magnetic storm ot

unusual intensity raged from about midnight ot the 16th to midnight of the

17th," and that "a tremendous spot which appeared on the sun's disk on the

13th, is now rapidly approaching the central meridian, and a group observed on
Saturday in advance of it, has undergone considerable change in the interval."

In Nature ot April 27th, he further reports that "the magnetic disturbance

began at 11.45 P. M. (6.45 P. M. Philadelphia time), April 16th, by an increase of

the declination, an augmentation ot the horizontal force and a diminution ot

the vertical force. The movements of the declinometer became gradually more
rapid after 2 A. M. on the 17th (9 P. M. Philadelphia time), whilst its oscillations

extended farther and farther from its normal position, principally in the direc-

tion of increased westerly declination. From 4.30 to 9 A. M. (11.30 P. M. to 4 A. M.
Philadelphia time) the horizontal force had diminished so much that the trace

frequently passed off the paper, and the register was lost for a while. The min'-

mumof vertical force occurred at 5.55 A. M." (12.55 A. M. Philadelphia time). He
states that the disturbance did not die out till about 8 P. M. on the 17th.

" During the 18th atid 10th the magnets weic unalFected, but at 3.45 A. M. of the



20th (10.45 P. M., April lOtli, Philadelphia time), a second disturbance set in,

commencing with a rapid increase of declination, the first swing of tlie magnet
carrj'ing it nearly a degree to the westward, whence it returned at 4.30 A. M.
Its mean position was reached at 6 A. M. (1 A. M. Philadelphia time) and then

its oscillations became very vapid, and continued so until 2 P. M., after which
hour they became less. Both forces were also simultaneously disturbed, but
their movements Avere much more limited than on JMontlay."

It is at once seen thatthei'e is a most remarkable coincidence in time between
the magnetic storm in England and the aiirora as seen here. The second mag-
netic storm also occiirs simultaneously with the second aurora, and an absolute

proof of the direct connection between the two phenomena is hereby estab-

lished. It is interesting, also, to note that the magnetic disturbances for the

most part slightly preceded the aurora, while on the other hand the electrical

etfects upon the telegraph wires were subsequent. This fact suggests magnet-
ism as the primary cause of the aurora. The magnetic curves assumed by the

streamers also favor this theory. The red flashes in the sky were probably ac-

companying electrical discharges, and many auroral ettects may be due to the

continual transmutation of the two forces.

Stated Meetinrj, May 5, 1882.
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